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Transitioning from

Instrumentation Technology Systems

In our first installment, analog and HD
is three-dimensional in HD. High
transport video. Compression compromise
the overlay of time critical measurements.
In this volume, the focus is on
specifications are the foundation
only two KLV packets can hold
capacity is new in HD. Metadata
were collected. We show how employing the KLV metadata
record where picture taking and data taking are all in lockstep.
to record clean video while retaining the ability to place crosshairs

HD-SDI, metadata,KLV,MISB,timestamp

As a quick review, the familiar analog video waveform needing a
a bit stream of 1.5GBPS to 3GBPS. These new data rates give rise to
many new challenges such as the
means to move HD
source to destination.
Methodologies range from advanced
fiber technologies to highly effic
compression technologies.

In the past, the goal has always been to transport raw source video from a remote camera or other
device to a display, video control and overlay equipment and recording devices. The nearest
equivalent in HD video is the SDI
SMPTE and specifies 1.5 GBPS (720p, 1080i) and 3 GBPS (1080p) rates. Higher pixel
resolution formats are on the horizon that will require bit rates up to 24 GBPS.
require the introduction of compression schema and new infrastructures to move
point to point. All compression introduces latency between the
destination across the transport system. A 3 GBPS video stream might require
compression to move it across even an advanced fiber infrastructure. Compression processes at
this level and beyond can introduce
transport) to 2-5 seconds over a copper Ethernet channel. Often
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Abstract

analog and HD video terms were compared. It was shown that resolution
. High HD data rates force the use of video compression in order to

Compression compromises video detail and introduces latency.
the overlay of time critical measurements. It is therefore important to time stamp at the source.

on the key regions of the HD video frame and metadata
foundation on which MISB builds its use of metadata. It will be shown

hold all TSPI and calibration data with frame-by-frame upda
. Metadata is permanently merged with images and the

show how employing the KLV metadata packet can result in a single video
record where picture taking and data taking are all in lockstep. Using KLV metadata

clean video while retaining the ability to place crosshairs and data during playback.

Key Words

SDI, metadata,KLV,MISB,timestamp

A Brief Review

As a quick review, the familiar analog video waveform needing a 6 MHz channel is replaced by
a bit stream of 1.5GBPS to 3GBPS. These new data rates give rise to
many new challenges such as the
means to move HD-SDI video from
source to destination.
Methodologies range from advanced
fiber technologies to highly efficient
compression technologies.

the goal has always been to transport raw source video from a remote camera or other
device to a display, video control and overlay equipment and recording devices. The nearest
equivalent in HD video is the SDI (serial data interface) stream. This interface is defined by

GBPS (720p, 1080i) and 3 GBPS (1080p) rates. Higher pixel
resolution formats are on the horizon that will require bit rates up to 24 GBPS.

troduction of compression schema and new infrastructures to move
compression introduces latency between the picture-taking

destination across the transport system. A 3 GBPS video stream might require
even an advanced fiber infrastructure. Compression processes at

this level and beyond can introduce image latency of 70ms (JPEG 2000 and high bandwidth
5 seconds over a copper Ethernet channel. Often video must move through
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It was shown that resolution
compression in order to
latency. Latency affects

important to time stamp at the source.
metadata. SMPTE

It will be shown that
frame updates. This

the time that both
can result in a single video

Using KLV metadata enables one
data during playback.

6 MHz channel is replaced by
a bit stream of 1.5GBPS to 3GBPS. These new data rates give rise to

the goal has always been to transport raw source video from a remote camera or other
device to a display, video control and overlay equipment and recording devices. The nearest

This interface is defined by
GBPS (720p, 1080i) and 3 GBPS (1080p) rates. Higher pixel

resolution formats are on the horizon that will require bit rates up to 24 GBPS. High bit rates
troduction of compression schema and new infrastructures to move video from

taking event and the
destination across the transport system. A 3 GBPS video stream might require 30:1 or more

even an advanced fiber infrastructure. Compression processes at
0ms (JPEG 2000 and high bandwidth

eo must move through



multiple infrastructures which may make it impossible
properties of SDI change the topology of video instrumentation. Time stamping and
other time coherent data operations

The data carried by the SDI stream is comprised of the video, audio, synchronization and data.
One could say that analog video carried these same information types, but the playing field is
much more complicated. With analog video
generally cared about in the US.
720p, 1080i, 1080p, 2K, 4K and
frame rates are generally 30Fps. In HD, there are many directly supported from 24Fps, 30Fps,
60Fps, 120Fps (new) and maybe higher. The table below lists three widely used and familiar
formats along with key parameters of the structure and c

Format also embodies the sampling method. At the camera, technology and resolutions have
changed, but there are still three filtered images
filtering all but the blue and one filtering all but the green (RGB). Based on the realities of
physiology of the human eye, more bandwidth is given to
(luminescence) than the color information
video luminescence is carried in a 3.5 MHz channel and color information is pressed into a 1
MHz phase modulated signal.
Digital video can be carried with equal content of each component and is referred to as an RGB
representation. The three RBG samples combine to
ITU 4:4:4 encoding. If each color is
represented which is generally accepted as beyond the limit
As resolution (lines x samples) grows to HD levels and beyond, reduction in the number of bits
to be transported becomes a central

multiple infrastructures which may make it impossible to even estimate
the topology of video instrumentation. Time stamping and

operations must be moved to the source rather than the destination.

Video Formats

The data carried by the SDI stream is comprised of the video, audio, synchronization and data.
One could say that analog video carried these same information types, but the playing field is

With analog video RS170 and RS170A were the only formats that we
generally cared about in the US. HD, however, encompasses a wide range of formats known as

more. There are more frame rates to support as well
frame rates are generally 30Fps. In HD, there are many directly supported from 24Fps, 30Fps,
60Fps, 120Fps (new) and maybe higher. The table below lists three widely used and familiar
formats along with key parameters of the structure and content and the defining specifications.

Format also embodies the sampling method. At the camera, technology and resolutions have
changed, but there are still three filtered images, one filtering all but the red component, one

nd one filtering all but the green (RGB). Based on the realities of
physiology of the human eye, more bandwidth is given to the brightness information

) than the color information (chroma) that forms the image we
escence is carried in a 3.5 MHz channel and color information is pressed into a 1

Digital video can be carried with equal content of each component and is referred to as an RGB
RBG samples combine to form one pixel (picture element).

. If each color is broken into 255 shades, more than 16 million colors can be
represented which is generally accepted as beyond the limit of differentiation by the

) grows to HD levels and beyond, reduction in the number of bits
becomes a central issue. Taking the lessons from analog video, the 4:2:2

to even estimate latency. These
the topology of video instrumentation. Time stamping and insertion of

the source rather than the destination.

The data carried by the SDI stream is comprised of the video, audio, synchronization and data.
One could say that analog video carried these same information types, but the playing field is

were the only formats that we
encompasses a wide range of formats known as

. There are more frame rates to support as well. In analog,
frame rates are generally 30Fps. In HD, there are many directly supported from 24Fps, 30Fps,
60Fps, 120Fps (new) and maybe higher. The table below lists three widely used and familiar

defining specifications.

Format also embodies the sampling method. At the camera, technology and resolutions have
one filtering all but the red component, one

nd one filtering all but the green (RGB). Based on the realities of
the brightness information

that forms the image we see. In analog,
escence is carried in a 3.5 MHz channel and color information is pressed into a 1

Digital video can be carried with equal content of each component and is referred to as an RGB
form one pixel (picture element). This is

255 shades, more than 16 million colors can be
of differentiation by the human eye.

) grows to HD levels and beyond, reduction in the number of bits
. Taking the lessons from analog video, the 4:2:2



encoding scheme (examples1 shown at the right
8-bit sample comprises the luminescence (luma) data. Every two luma samples share
sample that are the R and B
components. Green is
derived from the R, B and
Luma elements in a manner
similar to that used in
analog composite video.
This technique sacrifices
little if any visual quality to
the human eye, but saves 8
bits of data for every two
RGB pixels. This is
significant. For example, using 4:2:2 encoding in a 1080p/60 video stream, the SDI data rate is
reduced by 591,360,000 bps.

Resolution is defined by the video bandwidth in analog video.
number of scan lines and perhaps the number of
characterize standard definition (SD) video as having 480 visible l
samples (pixels) per line. This is
This is multiplexed with a 6.25 MHz sampling rate for the
rates one can reproduce the analog equi
bandwidth of 1.6 MHz.
In HD, resolution is also defined
is defined by sample count (pixels) which may be 1280, 1920
also be different which affects the ultimate resolution as well as the number of values a pixel can
be (pixel depth). Sample rate essentially defines the effective
rates, 74.25MHz (720p) and 148.5MHz (108
approximately 18 MHz (luma 720p) and 37 MHz (luma; 1080p).
rate, pixel depth, encoding scheme and line count result in the bit rate required to transport SDI
When SDI systems were specified by SMPTE, two primary bit rates were chosen, 1,4
(720p and 1080i) and 2,970 Mbps (1080p).
resolutions, the number of total lines of a frame and the total number of samples in a line
adjusted for each format. The pixel and line counts
see referred to the active video area. In each line,
end of active video (EAV) is the portion of the line
of the visible area differs as does the number of buffer lines below the visible area.

Each video line is arranged with markers (SAV and EAV) line counter, CRC and the image
samples. The diagram below shows the arrangement for a 4:2:2 sampled video.

1 Graphic from “Chrominance Subsampling in Digital Images”, by Douglas Kerr

shown at the right) has been widely adopted. In this instance,
bit sample comprises the luminescence (luma) data. Every two luma samples share

For example, using 4:2:2 encoding in a 1080p/60 video stream, the SDI data rate is

Resolution

video bandwidth in analog video. Resolution is also
and perhaps the number of video samples per line. Frequently we

characterize standard definition (SD) video as having 480 visible lines (525 total) and 640
This is 480i video. The effective sampling rate is 13.5 MHz (Luma).

This is multiplexed with a 6.25 MHz sampling rate for the chroma signals. At these sampling
rates one can reproduce the analog equivalent signal at a luma bandwidth of 3.4

also defined in part by line count (e.g. 720, 1080). The horizontal resolution
is defined by sample count (pixels) which may be 1280, 1920, etc. The encoding method can
also be different which affects the ultimate resolution as well as the number of values a pixel can

Sample rate essentially defines the effective bandwidth. There are two critical
rates, 74.25MHz (720p) and 148.5MHz (1080p). The analog equivalent bandwidths (4:1) are

MHz (luma 720p) and 37 MHz (luma; 1080p). The combination of sample
rate, pixel depth, encoding scheme and line count result in the bit rate required to transport SDI

re specified by SMPTE, two primary bit rates were chosen, 1,4
2,970 Mbps (1080p). In order to make two bit rates work for the target

resolutions, the number of total lines of a frame and the total number of samples in a line
adjusted for each format. The pixel and line counts associated with each format are those we can

ctive video area. In each line, the pixels between start of active video (SAV),
end of active video (EAV) is the portion of the line we see. In the vertical direction,
of the visible area differs as does the number of buffer lines below the visible area.

SDI Format

Each video line is arranged with markers (SAV and EAV) line counter, CRC and the image
ram below shows the arrangement for a 4:2:2 sampled video.

Graphic from “Chrominance Subsampling in Digital Images”, by Douglas Kerr

has been widely adopted. In this instance, one
bit sample comprises the luminescence (luma) data. Every two luma samples share a color

For example, using 4:2:2 encoding in a 1080p/60 video stream, the SDI data rate is

also expressed in
samples per line. Frequently we

ines (525 total) and 640
13.5 MHz (Luma).
At these sampling

valent signal at a luma bandwidth of 3.4 MHz and a color

. The horizontal resolution
oding method can

also be different which affects the ultimate resolution as well as the number of values a pixel can
There are two critical

The analog equivalent bandwidths (4:1) are
The combination of sample

rate, pixel depth, encoding scheme and line count result in the bit rate required to transport SDI.
re specified by SMPTE, two primary bit rates were chosen, 1,485 Mbps

In order to make two bit rates work for the target
resolutions, the number of total lines of a frame and the total number of samples in a line were

with each format are those we can
the pixels between start of active video (SAV),

direction, the start line
of the visible area differs as does the number of buffer lines below the visible area.

Each video line is arranged with markers (SAV and EAV) line counter, CRC and the image
ram below shows the arrangement for a 4:2:2 sampled video.



The sample order for a pair of pixels (two luma) is Cb:Y
data bits plus parity and not-parity bits. This organization
compute the supporting bit rate by multiplying the line count (total) x samples/line (total) x
frames/second x 20 bits (luma + ½ of color sample). For
develops a bit rate of 750 (lines) x 1650 (pixels) x 60 (fps) x 20 =

The Vertical Ancillary (VANC) data space resides between the SAV and EAV of a group of
lines above the visible video area and a few lines below. This arrangement is similar to the
analog vertical blanking area.

Data space was not originally a part of the analog
video design. However, the vertical blanking space
became a location where a limited amount of data
could be placed “out of sight” provided it was
carefully introduced to avoid tripping up video sync.
Items include closed captioning,
code (VITC), and other data.
Specialized data has also been integrated in an edge
encoding approach originally developed
ITS. One bit per line could be in
visible space, it did not encroach sufficiently to prohibit use
in many applications. This technique
bits/frame yielding a 1800 byte/sec data rate.
In HD video the area between the EAV and SAV is a
“dark” space where horizontal ancillary data (H
be placed. Technically this space is at the end of e
but the ancillary data stored is used by the image to follow.
The HANC space holds a variety of
types including the 16-channel audio,
SMPTE time and frame count, subtitling,
film codes, content authoring, billing data,
broadcast date, etc. The data types and their
formats are defined in the SMPTE Metadata
Elements Dictionary, RP210. Version 13 of
this registry contains more than 2200 data
types.
Image to the right depicts the parameters
a 720p format organized into a single frame

The sample order for a pair of pixels (two luma) is Cb:Y0:Cr:Y1. All samples are
parity bits. This organization is constant for every line.

compute the supporting bit rate by multiplying the line count (total) x samples/line (total) x
frames/second x 20 bits (luma + ½ of color sample). For example, a 720p/60 video stream

750 (lines) x 1650 (pixels) x 60 (fps) x 20 = 1,485,000,000 bps

Vertical Ancillary (VANC) data space resides between the SAV and EAV of a group of
lines above the visible video area and a few lines below. This arrangement is similar to the

Data Spaces

ce was not originally a part of the analog
video design. However, the vertical blanking space
became a location where a limited amount of data

“out of sight” provided it was
carefully introduced to avoid tripping up video sync.

ude closed captioning, vertical interval time

Specialized data has also been integrated in an edge
encoding approach originally developed in 1977 here at

per line could be inserted. While this is in the
did not encroach sufficiently to prohibit use

his technique could embed 480
byte/sec data rate.

area between the EAV and SAV is a
“dark” space where horizontal ancillary data (HANC) can
be placed. Technically this space is at the end of each line,

stored is used by the image to follow.
The HANC space holds a variety of data

channel audio,
SMPTE time and frame count, subtitling,
film codes, content authoring, billing data,
broadcast date, etc. The data types and their

SMPTE Metadata
, RP210. Version 13 of

this registry contains more than 2200 data

parameters for
organized into a single frame

Image from http://forum.doom9.org/showth

s are 10 bits deep, 8
constant for every line. One can

compute the supporting bit rate by multiplying the line count (total) x samples/line (total) x
a 720p/60 video stream

1,485,000,000 bps

Vertical Ancillary (VANC) data space resides between the SAV and EAV of a group of
lines above the visible video area and a few lines below. This arrangement is similar to the

Image from http://forum.doom9.org/showth 1



of HD video. As you can see, there are 370 samples for each line
In the limit, a 720 data stream can hold
practical sense, about 30 lines are intended for buffer space and a few more lines of the HANC
space are reserved by SMPTE to contain payload data and other mandatory elements.
also wrappers defined for data payloads that subtract from the variable data that
transported with the video. The amount of
a reasonable rule of thumb.
Similarly, there are “dark” lines above the
start of video in the vertical sense. For a
720 signal, it is shown that 25 lines a
completed in the frame before the first
visible line. This space between the SAV
and EAV markers is the VANC space.
few lines (4) remaining below are reserved
for buffer space.
In the limit, one can place 32KB of data in
each frame in the VANC space
active video area. These data can be different
from frame to frame resulting in a data rate up to 1.9 MBps.
not employ this space to any great extent
are switched and contains a SMPTE time marker. The VANC space is used to transport
captioning.
A 1080 frame contains
40 lines above the
video area where
VANC data can be
written. A VANC line
has 1920 luma samples
that can carry up to
74KB of data. At 30
Fps, this format
supports up to
2.2 MBps and
4.4 MBps at 60 Fps.
Looking at the formats
table at the right and
highlighting HANC and
VANC spaces, one can
see at a glance the
number of lines and
samples that are
available to carry data.

there are 370 samples for each line in the HANC.
In the limit, a 720 data stream can hold 262KB of data per frame just in the luma channel. In a

0 lines are intended for buffer space and a few more lines of the HANC
space are reserved by SMPTE to contain payload data and other mandatory elements.
also wrappers defined for data payloads that subtract from the variable data that

The amount of overhead depends on the data type, but

there are “dark” lines above the
start of video in the vertical sense. For a

it is shown that 25 lines are
completed in the frame before the first
visible line. This space between the SAV
and EAV markers is the VANC space. The

are reserved

In the limit, one can place 32KB of data in
pace above the

These data can be different
from frame to frame resulting in a data rate up to 1.9 MBps. SMPTE, broadcast and cinema

to any great extent. Line 14 is universally used as a line at which scenes
switched and contains a SMPTE time marker. The VANC space is used to transport

in the HANC.
KB of data per frame just in the luma channel. In a

0 lines are intended for buffer space and a few more lines of the HANC
space are reserved by SMPTE to contain payload data and other mandatory elements. There are
also wrappers defined for data payloads that subtract from the variable data that may be

depends on the data type, but 10%-20% is

SMPTE, broadcast and cinema do
. Line 14 is universally used as a line at which scenes

switched and contains a SMPTE time marker. The VANC space is used to transport closed



Data/Video Fusion

In transitioning from Analog to HD Digital Video, the goal of fusing the data associated with an
image in a video stream is achievable in the HD-SDI framework (e.g. 74KB of data can be stored
per image as opposed to 60 bytes). This enormously expanded capacity presents the opportunity
to fuse data and video into one time coherent stream. Taking advantage of this new capability
may reduce if not eliminate the post processing needed to match images with its relevant data.
Further, permanent overlay of data is no longer required. Using the KLV packets as data
transport mechanism permits us to view and record uncluttered video. One can select at display
time what data is overlaid, what color it is and where it is on the frame. A common video stream
can be sent to an array of displays with data decoders set to pick off and overlay different
elements of the data on each display (e.g. customer vs. operator video).

KLV Packets

A KLV packet (Key-Length-Value) is one of many data packets that can be placed in the HANC
or VANC space. SMPTE created the KLV wrapper to permit an author to define its own data
and data format and carry this data along with the video. In general, KLV packets are classified
by SMPTE as type 1 and type 2. Type 1 packets are only placed in the HANC space and type 2
KLV packets are only placed in the VANC space. The HANC space is crowded with more than
2,000 data items that may be written with perhaps only 700 lines to put them on. The VANC
space is not used much up to this point. Having the VANC space relatively unencumbered is a
safe place to write image coherent data. The VANC space leaves HANC data (e.g. sound,
payload, film codes, and SMPTE time) alone without risk of corruption or data loss.
Several years ago, the Motion Imagery Standards Board (MISB) purchased a block of dictionary
numbers from SMPTE for KLV type 2 packets so that it may assign them in a standard way for
universal use. There are 900 or more currently registered. MISB publishes the list of keys in its
dictionary 807.x (807.8 as of this writing). This dictionary and the list of MISB standards can be
found at http://www.gwg.nga.mil/misb/stdpubs.html.
Given their importance, let us explore in detail the KLV wrapper prescribed by SMPTE. The
SMPTE specifications define what SDI is; the bit stream content, sampling techniques, image
formats, ancillary data formats, sampling rates and clock rates. SMPTE also provides
synchronization mapping relating key points in the HD format to corresponding points in the
analog tri-level sync signal (Genlock) used to synchronize cameras and other equipment.

KLV SMPTE Wrapper

The KLV type 2 wrapper is comprised of the Ancillary Data Flag (ADF), a Data Identifier
(DID), a supplementary Data Identifier (SDID), a Data Count (DC) the User Data Word (UDW)
and the check sum (CS). The organization and specified values of the wrapper are shown in the
figure to the right.
Each element of an ancillary data item, including the KLV data packet, is 10 bits. This bit depth
is consistent with the sample depth used for the imagery.



The ADF sequence is a fixed pattern
that is NOT permitted within the
video. It informs any display
decoder that the subsequent samples
are data. The Data ID (DID)
identifies what data is present. In
this case, 0x244 identifies a KLV
packet. The supplementary data ID
(SDID) identifies this KLV packet
as type 2. The next sample (DC)
the length of the UDW in sample
counts from 1-255. The last part of
the wrapper is a check sum. This struc
DID identifiers can be found at www.SMPTE

The UDW; the KLV data

The UDW is where the KLV packet goes, inside
this wrapper. Each element of the UDW is a 10
bit element where 8 bits is a normal binary byte.
The remaining two bits are an even parity bit and
an odd parity bit. The general structure of a
KLV packet is shown here.
As the KLV name suggests, the UDW for
2 packet contains a key value (dictionary look up
index) a length in bytes of the value to follow. A
special feature of the KLV packet
ID (MID) and the packet sequence counter (PSC)
of V beyond a single packet. This feature is used by MISB for a few dictionary items.
There is overhead when using KLV
to 235 bytes (e.g. UDW length of 255 bytes, less 3 bytes for the MID
and 1 byte for the V length). Each
line. While this results in 11% overhead
updated at the frame rate. Each data stream can
Therefore, the VANC space employing KLV packets is a tool that can truly fuse imagery and
data together.

The Microsecond Timestamp

MISB defined the Microsecond Timestamp
Within this packet there is
an 8-byte value that is the
number of microseconds
since January 1, 1970.
The status byte is used to
identify the quality of the

is a fixed pattern
that is NOT permitted within the

informs any display
decoder that the subsequent samples

The Data ID (DID)
. In

0x244 identifies a KLV
supplementary data ID

packet
(DC) is

in sample
255. The last part of

This structure is detailed in SMPTE-291M. The list of registered
DID identifiers can be found at www.SMPTE-ra.org.

The UDW; the KLV data packet

The UDW is where the KLV packet goes, inside
this wrapper. Each element of the UDW is a 10-

a normal binary byte.
even parity bit and

The general structure of a

name suggests, the UDW for a type
contains a key value (dictionary look up

th in bytes of the value to follow. A
packet is also present that is comprised of three sample

ID (MID) and the packet sequence counter (PSC). These samples are used to extend the length
This feature is used by MISB for a few dictionary items.

here is overhead when using KLV packets. The net number of bytes available for V
UDW length of 255 bytes, less 3 bytes for the MID/PSC, 16 bytes for the key

. Each packet in total can consume up to 262 samples
While this results in 11% overhead, the 1080 format can carry 280 different data streams

updated at the frame rate. Each data stream can be comprised of multiple
Therefore, the VANC space employing KLV packets is a tool that can truly fuse imagery and

The Microsecond Timestamp Packet

MISB defined the Microsecond Timestamp Packet (MTP) as a type 2 KLV metadata

291M. The list of registered

comprised of three samples; the message
used to extend the length

This feature is used by MISB for a few dictionary items.
The net number of bytes available for V is limited

PSC, 16 bytes for the key
in total can consume up to 262 samples on a horizontal
the 1080 format can carry 280 different data streams

multiple data streams.
Therefore, the VANC space employing KLV packets is a tool that can truly fuse imagery and

(MTP) as a type 2 KLV metadata packet.



time value itself (e.g. was it synchronized to a time standard (GPS), was it valid compared to
other timestamps, etc.).
MISB prescribes that if the MTP is to be written the VANC packet must begin at the first sample
after EAV of line 9 of the frame2. Using the MTP, time can be marked to 1µsecond resolution
on every frame.
In 2011, ITS introduced its first HD-SDI inserter product which included the ability to write and
read the MTP. Since then, ITS has introduced the 6055C line of multi-channel inserters which
are all capable of writing and reading the MTP. This equipment collects time to within 2µsec of
the EAV event with a resolution of 1µsec on each frame. When in decode mode frame time can
also be overlaid on the video on the same frame in which it is written in the VANC.

A proposed general purpose packet

There is an upgrade to the ITS HD-SDI insertion engine that can read/write up to two additional
KLV packets into each frame. Up to 235 bytes can be written within the “V” of a VANC KLV
packet. It is not much data if you want to record prose, but for instrumentation it is quite a lot.
ITS has been working with Trackeye and the test ranges to assemble a proposed Instrumentation
KLV packet. Included are items such as pointing angles, lens settings, camera settings, sensor
data, tracking data, meteorological data, etc.
Below is a design of the proposed Instrumentation Packet.

Description

B
yt

es

Range
Resolution Units

Low High

Test ID 10 - - - ASCII

T0 8 0- 18,446,744,073,709,600,000.00 1.0000000000 POSIX (µsec)

Geodetic Datum 1 - 0=WGS84, etc. - Binary

Run Number 1 1.00 255.00 1.0000000000 Binary

Classification 10 - - - ASCII

Temp 2 (60.00) 200.00 0.1000000000 C

Pressure 2 10.00 36.00 0.0100000000 mm hg

Humidity 1 - 100.00 1.0000000000 RH

Wind Speed 1 - 200.00 1.0000000000 mpg

Direction 2
Bit 15=0, then lower byte defines 4 points/quadrant, Bit

15=1, direction is 0-360 in 1 degree steps
Binary

Mount ID 10 - - - ASCII

Camera ID 10 - - - ASCII

Camera placement 1 location on the mount ASCII

H resolution 2 320.00 16,384.00 1.0000000000 pixels (luma)

V Resolution 2 262.00 8,192.00 1.0000000000 lines

Image bit depth 1 4.00 36.00 2.0000000000 Bits

2 This is a bit of a problem for 1080i video as there is no line 9 as a part of field 2.



Description

B
yt

es

Range
Resolution Units

Low High

Encoding 1 RGB=0,YCrCb=2,BYU=3, etc - - Binary

Image mode 1 0x=mono,1x=color,x=0=interlaced,1=progressive, etc. Binary

Integration time 2 - 41,666.00 1.0000000000 µsec

Trigger time 8 0- 18,446,744,073,709,600,000.00 1.0000000000 POSIX (µsec)

Time offset 2 - 20,833.00 1.0000000000 µsec

Timestamp mode 1 start=0,middle=1,end=2, etc- Binary

Frame Rate 2 10.00 1,000.00 1.0000000000 Frames/sec

Lens ID 2 - 65,536.00 1.0000000000 Binary

Zoom factor 2 - 64.00 0.0010000000 deg (example)

Units 1 0=FOV deg,1=binary,2=% of zoom, 3=?- binary

Focus setting 2 - 4,096.00 1.0000000000 binary

Azimuth 4 (180.00) 360.00 0.0000214577 Deg

Elevation 3 (90.00) 105.00 0.0000214577 Deg

Mount timestamp 8 0- 18,446,744,073,709,600,000.00 1.0000000000 POSIX (µsec)

Range 4 - 106,470,793.00 1.0000000000 meters

Range Timestamp 8 0 - 18,446,744,073,709,600,000.00 1.0000000000 POSIX (µsec)

Object(target) ID 3 - - - binary

Tsens AZ 3 (180.00) 180.00 0.0000214577 Deg

Tsens EL 3 (90.00) 105.00 0.0000214577 Deg

Tsens Range 4 - 106,470,793.00 1.0000000000 meters

Tspeed 3 1.00 7,571,256.00 1.0000000000 m/sec

Tx 4 - 106,470,793.00 1.0000000000 meters

Ty 4 - 106,470,793.00 1.0000000000 meters

Tz 4 - 106,470,793.00 1.0000000000 meters

Theading 3 - 360.00 0.0001000000 deg

Ttemp 2 (60.00) 2,000.00 1.0000000000 C

Spare 8 - TBD

This V design only consumes 156 bytes of the 235 available. The data can be updated frame to
frame and can be written in time alignment with the image to which it is associated.
ITS equipment writes and reads the KLV VANC packets. It can unwrap it from the SMPTE
wrapper, parse the fields and can overlay any or all of the fields or present them to the Ethernet
interface. That means if all of the elements in the chain support preservation and reproduction of
the VANC packets, one could record clean unobstructed video and at playback time decide what
data to view, where in the frame to place it and what color with which it should be written.
The other KLV packet can hold an additional 235 bytes of image/mission coherent data. Either
packet, could hold data that may be classified and not decodable by any unsecured decoder. The
concept is to permit a system to send a key, K, and the length, L, of the V to follow. The V



could be a binary block cipher.
and deliver it to the Ethernet interface.
Either or both blocks may be prepended or appended with the value of the timestamp (MTP

of the frame thereby offering exact
multi-packet system would place 1, 2 or 3 pack
This proposal illustrates the power of just three VANC KLV pack
an HD-SDI video stream.

Transitioning from analog NTSC video to HD
challenges and opportunities. The HD t
sampling methods, compression techniques and formats
analog video. One of the most serious technical challenges is transport of video from source to
destination with image integrity and low latency.
data coherency with video, timestamps and perhaps the data itself must be impressed on the
video at the source rather than the destination.
HD video formats having metadata space
image quality. The VANC space makes the transport of video and its related data possible
through a single bit stream. The data may be directly tied to the individual video image without
post processing to correlate video and data. Further, use of the VANC space eliminates the
necessity to contaminate recorded video with data overlay. The location, color and selection of
what data is to be displayed may be chosen at playback time.
the topology of video instrumentation

IEEE. (2011, January 6). Retrieved June 11, 2011, from IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology:
http://ip.hhi.de/imagecom_G1 National Semiconductor. (2005). HDTV Serial System Design
ITS White Paper, METADATA: WHERE-WHAT

The KLV decoder could be instructed to unwrap the V cipher
the Ethernet interface. Our equipment can also deliver packet 1 data as a block.

be prepended or appended with the value of the timestamp (MTP

of the frame thereby offering exact correlation between the image and the data. In total,
system would place 1, 2 or 3 packets on command on line 9 of every frame.

oposal illustrates the power of just three VANC KLV packets used for instrumentation in

Conclusion

Transitioning from analog NTSC video to HD-SDI digital video presents significant technical
challenges and opportunities. The HD technology embodies several current and emerging
sampling methods, compression techniques and formats; many more than commonly used in
analog video. One of the most serious technical challenges is transport of video from source to

tegrity and low latency. In order to ensure accurate time stamping and
data coherency with video, timestamps and perhaps the data itself must be impressed on the
video at the source rather than the destination.

having metadata space also offer a significant opportunity beyond improved
space makes the transport of video and its related data possible

through a single bit stream. The data may be directly tied to the individual video image without
orrelate video and data. Further, use of the VANC space eliminates the

necessity to contaminate recorded video with data overlay. The location, color and selection of
what data is to be displayed may be chosen at playback time. This capability is likely
the topology of video instrumentation now and in the future.
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